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Introduction 
 
Roland D-70 SUPER LA synthesizer was introduced to the market in 1990 and it was 
discontinued in 1993. There were ten different FW versions released in that period of time.  
The first version was the version 1.10 and the last one was 1.19. Also, there was one factory 
HW upgrade when the main board assembly was changed from revision A to revision B. Since 
the FW versions starting from 1.14 are not backwards compatible with the “A” revision HW, this 
article explains how to upgrade the “A” HW in order to run the latest FW versions starting from 
1.14. 
 
The presented method requires no soldering skills, but still courage, passion and the time to do 
it properly.  
 

Why is it Necessary? 
 
Starting from the version 1.10 some performance problems were immediately discovered when 
for example the LFO speed was affected by the number of active channels/notes and the 
immediate MIDI load. There was a need to improve the CPU platform performance in order to 
reach the planned system event throughput and reduce the interrupt latency. That was only 
achieved by upgrading the CPU revision. 
Roland D-70 architecture is based on the Intel MCS96 integrated high performance 16 bit 
architecture. The exact microcontroller part number is N80C196KB-12. 
After the first silicon release, several erratas (bug lists) were published by Intel where some 
initially planned features (timers, interrupts, bus timing) were not functioning like initially 
planned. It’s possible that the aforementioned limitations put some restrictions on the 
functionality of the early D70 FW releases. 
As the Intel part quickly matured, it enabled Roland to implement the full featured spec in the 
new FW starting from the version 1.14.  
Hence all the FW releases starting from 1.14 require a new CPU version (HW type B) using 
more “aggressive” timing and features not supported by the original CPU version (HW type A). 
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What Happens when Running New FW on Old HW? 
The instrument will boot, but the sound will be odd due to the TVA/TVF and DSP effects wrong 
timing. 
 

How the Upgrade is Implemented? 
Unlike the Roland HW revision B upgrade the proposed method requires NO SOLDERING! 
 
THE UPGRADE IS IMPLEMENTED ONLY BY CHANGING THE SPEED GRADE AND THE 
SILICON REVISION OF THE MICROCONTROLLER. 
 
By the proposed method the synthesizer can be downgraded to its original setup any time. 
 
The 2 HW Roland versions of the mainboard and the currently proposed upgrade differences 
are summarized in the following table: 
 

 HW version A HW version B No soldering 
upgrade 

Originator Roland Roland M.V. 

FW Compatibility 1.10-1.13 1.14-1.19 1.14-1.19 

A/D bus pullup 
resistor arrays 
RA5/RA6 

Installed Not Installed Installed 
(see HW version A) 

Address latch 
enable delay 
R15/C32 

Installed 
R15= 82 Ohm 
C32 = 47pF 

Modified (sometimes) Installed 
(same like HW 
version A) 

Microcontroller N80C196KB-12 
Silicon rev A 

N80C196KB-12 
Silicon rev B 

N80C196KB-16 
Silicon rev G 

Upgrade from HW 
rev A 

N.A. Unsolder RA5/RA6. 
Maybe trimming of 
C32 will be 
necessary, 
Change the IC15 to 
N80C196KB-12 rev B 

Change IC15 to  
N80C196KB-16 rev 
G 
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The proposed upgrade uses the faster and later version of microcontroller which requires no 
change to be made to the Address/Data multiplexed bus termination. 
 
Hence only by putting the newer and significantly faster part N80C196KB-16 rev G instead of 
the old one the feature set is enhanced and the timing budget is extended. 
 
Likely revisions of N80C196KB-16 after the revision G will also apply, however the author had 
no possibility to perform the full functional test.  
 
 
 
 

Identifying the HW Version of Mainboard 
The HW is easily identifiable by a simple visual inspection of the main board. Otherwise the 
silkscreen (white) part number on the mainboard remains the same for both versions. 
 
Revision A has RA5 and RA6 resistor assemblies installed (see below):. 

 
 
Revision B has no RA5 and RA6 resistor assemblies installed (see below):. 
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Also REV B board has no metallic cover/spring over the microprocessor IC, when REV A has 
(see two pictures above). 
 
 

Identifying the Silicon Revision of Microcontroller 
Earlier versions have markings on both sides. On the silicon revision A, the letter “A” is marked 
on the back of the chip: 
 
N80C196KB12 rev A from the year 1990 D-70 synthesizer 
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Newer revisions have a single side markings. Upgraded Roland D-70 
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Precautions: 
 

1. Only start the upgrade if you feel yourself skilled enough. You can practice on the old 
scrap HW board (old PC motherboard) in advance to make sure that by removing the 
socketed microcontroller you don’t stress the mainboard. 

2. Do it at your own risk! 
3. Disconnect all the cables including the mains plug from the synthesizer. 
4. Use the antistatic wrist strap attached to the metal housing of the synthesizer. 
5. Due to a slightly different memory map between 1.10 FW and 1.19, backup via SYSEX 

the D-70 RAM content before performing the upgrade (just in case). 
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6. When removing the metallic cover/spring from the PLCC package, never use any 
neighboring components as the cantilever! The spring is stiff. Bank it left/right by the flat 
tip screwdriver without applying much of force: 

 
7. Use the PLCC chip extractor tool to remove the chip from the socket. It can be stiff.  

 
 
 
 
 

Disclaimer: 
The author takes no responsibility and not liable for any damage/loss of property, health 
etc.  
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